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- View both results and operations performed by the calculator in separate windows. - Use split screen for reviewing calculation results. - Use ListView or ListBox view. - Add notes (short messages) to calculation or list. - Support for PDF files (Adobe Acrobat Reader). - Show financial information on the screen, e.g. balances, reserves. - Record steps of a multiple choice quiz. - Add images (e.g. calendar, internet time, notepad) to the calculator or list. - Reuse split
screen windows, e.g. for notes. - Supports drawing in graphics window. - Calculation in group mode, e.g. 2,3,4,5... - Save your list of operations. - Use Microsoft XCOPY to save your data. - Move images to different folders and select your preferred images and paths for viewing. - Compatible with MSX and FM Towns DOS (DOS-F). - Optional loading of data from a text file (TXT). - Options to customize the interface. - Export to Excel, PDF. - Import from
Excel and PDF. - Export to Adobe Acrobat Reader's native format (RTF). - Import from RTF files. - Export to PDF. - Import from PDF files. - Export to CSV. - Import from CSV. - Export to HTML. - Import from HTML files. - Import from HTML pages. - Export to TXT. - Import from TXT files. - Import from TXT pages. - Save an image (PNG) of your calculator. - Import and export from the images of other XCOPY utilities. - Import from STiG. - Save
icons for all images, e.g. calculator, battery, fuel gauge. - Link images to the names of the files you want to open with your calculator. - Support for images in the ZIP, RAR and GZ archives. - Import of all types of files (JPEG, GIF, BMP, TIFF). - Import images from web pages and from FTP. - Import images from the clipboard. - Import images from memory card. - Import images from TTP (Metrokinetic Photo) and TDK (TDK Datacard). - Import images from
a folder. - Import images from bin folder
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What's New In Calc7List?

Calc7 is a double-line face calculator that can be used for all basic calculations. In this version, added is the possibility to view the result in a different window from the calculation window, and the management of the list of accounts.  Key Features   Easy, fast, comfortable and accurate calculation: Possibility of calculation with the simultaneous display of more than one operation on the same line Possibility of the change of units of measurement Possibility of the
extraction of strings from the result Possibility of the replacement of operation by the list of accounts Possibility of the replacement of operation by a textual description in the Mini RTF Editor The textual description of the result is displayed on the line after the operation The graphical display of the result is displayed in the window of the calculation in a red format, displayed below the result, there is also the possibility of a direct copy of the result of the
calculation Possibility of storing the result in the Mini RTF Editor and even extract it later for further use Possibility of the creation of the list of accounts, with the possibility of editing it in the Mini RTF Editor Option of the active text in the list of accounts can be set to red or black The basic data entered in the calculation appear in the white list of data, with a blue format and can be viewed by scrolling the mouse cursor The numerical data entered in the
calculation appear in the blue list of data, with a white format and can be viewed by scrolling the mouse cursor Additional options:   The calculation of a bank statement Extraction of various data from the result of the calculation Possibility of storing the result in the Mini RTF Editor and even extract it later for further use Possibility of the copying of the result of the calculation Possibility of entering data from the list of accounts in the calculation, or vice versa
Possibility of the change of the operation performed by the list of accounts Possibility of the display of a short message, such as the number of operations performed, in the calculation window, even when the program is open Possibility of the changing of the colors of the basic data and the list of data, for a more adapted reading Possibility of the clear of all the data that have been stored Unlimited number of operations Possibility of the connection to the bank
system Accuracy of the calculation of a bank statement:   The possible use of the G3 Batch algorithm Modification of the number of operations in the calculation Precision up to ten decimals The possibility of connection to the bank system with different languages Complete customization of the display of the result in various languages
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Windows XP SP3 / Vista SP2 or later / Windows 7 SP1 or later / Mac OS X 10.5 or later Intel Core 2 Duo, 1.86 GHz or faster (2.5 GHz with OS X 10.5) 2 GB RAM (Windows) / 4 GB RAM (Mac OS X) Display: 1024x768 display resolution or better (1080p resolution recommended for 5.1 surround) Audio: Standard Dolby 5.1
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